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Gypsies and Orientalism in German Literature and Anthropology of the Long Nineteenth Century
Eight complex stories illustrative of the author's belief that "a story must tell itself," highlighted by the high art style of the
famous title novella.

The Holy Sinner
The twelve essays in this volume deal with major achievements in German short prose published between 1810 and 1978.
Most of the texts studied are Novellen, and there is a concentration on the first half of the nineteenth century, the period in
which this form flourished in Germany. The works covered range from Goethe's Novelle, a title straining for exemplary status,
to Walser's Ein fliehendes Pferd, the best example of Novelle form in the late twentieth century, as important for its social and
psychological commentary as for its subtle characterisation and skilful arrangement of motifs, features in which the Novelle has
tended to excel. The earliest landmark is seen as Kleist's strange 'chronicle' Michael Kohlhaas, which showed German writers
a completely new way of telling a story, and this is followed by essays on works which all attempted something new in the
history of short fiction. Authors dealt with include Eichendorff, Heine, B chner, Grillparzer, Droste-H lshoff, Keller,
Hauptmann, Thomas Mann, and Kafka. These essays, all by specialists in the relevant field, were originally delivered as
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lectures in the University of Cambridge.

Apollo and Dionysus Interpreted in Thomas Mann's DER TOD IN VENEDIG.
This lucid and wide-ranging study will be of interest to anyone concerned with literature in German at the turn of the twentieth
century. It opens up new perspectives on the narratalogical possibilities which developed out of an increased awareness of the
workings of the mind at that period. This stimulating and thought-provoking study uses the tools of narrative theory and
grammatical analysis to provide new reading of both classic and lesser known tests. Based on an impressively broad command
of the literary and intellectual currents of the period, this clearly argued study focuses on an important but under researched
aspect of the history of the Novelle, bringing modern insights to bear on the ways in which short prose forms have been
adapted to probe psychological depths.

Death in Rome
Der Tod in Venedig
Australian and New Zealand Studies in German language and literature
The Guernica Bull
This first book-length study of fictional suicides in East German literature provides insight into the complex and dynamic
rhetoric of the GDR and the literariness of its literature.

Homosexualit

t in Thomas Mann "Der Tod in Venedig"

The Architecture of Narrative Time
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The German Novel, 1945-1960
Death in Venice
This is a critical account of one of the most individual and highly developed genres in German literature. The novella may be
defined as a narrative in prose, usually short, dealing with one striking fateful event and distinguished by careful artistry of
presentation. The book begins by analyzing the features which mark off the novelle from its relatives, the novel and short
story; it then describes the different forms and structures which the novelle has assumed under the great prosaists of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In this edition Professor Waidson has extended the account from the period of Thomas
Mann's Der Tod in Venedig up to the beginning of the 1960s.

Germany, a Companion to German Studies
First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

The Modern German Novel
Four men who are related to each other but became estranged during World War II are reunited in Rome after the war.

A History of the German Novelle
Thomas Mann und Ivan Olbracht [German-language Edition]
New German Studies
Articles on Twentieth Century Literature: an Annotated Bibliography, 1954 to 1970
Examines the intense intellectual debates in immediate postwar Germany, often conducted in literature or literary discourse.
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Germanic Notes
An apparently nomadic diaspora nation of Indian provenance, the Gypsies are present with notable frequency in Germanic
literatures from Wolzogen and Brentano to Stifter, Keller, Storm, Raabe, Jensen, Saar and Thomas Mann. Against the
background of the still officially unacknowledged Romany Holocaust, Saul analyses in a series of close interpretations the
stations of the literary construction of the Gypsy prior to the human disaster. The book's synthesis of scholarship in cultural,
social and institutional history, the history of ideas and literary history will appeal to the scholarly community across traditional
disciplinary boundaries, and will also serve as a valuable introduction for students from diverse fields.

Monatshefte
Mental Processes and Narrative Possiblities in the German Novelle, 1890-1940
Zitov s literary analysis starts at the interface of Czech and German literature in the first half of the twentieth century.
Thomas Mann's novel Joseph and His Brothers is set in comparative relation to Ivan Olbracht's prose texts Nikola ?uhaj
loupe?n k and Golet v dol . Olbracht translated three volumes of Mann's Joseph's tetralogy parallel to the composition of
his own prose works. Zitov examines the influence of Olbracht's translation work on his own work. Zitov s
literaturwissenschaftliche Analyse setzt an einer Schnittstelle der tschechischen und deutschen Literatur in der ersten H lfte
des zwanzigsten Jahrhunderts an. Thomas Manns Roman Joseph und seine Br der wird vergleichend in Beziehung gesetzt zu
Ivan Olbrachts in den dreißiger Jahren entstandenen Prosatexten Nikola ?uhaj loupe?n k und Golet v dol . Olbracht
bersetzte parallel zur Abfassung seiner Prosawerke insgesamt drei B nde aus Manns umfangreicher Josephs-Tetralogie.
Diese bersetzert tigkeit blieb, wie Zitov aufzeigt, nicht ohne Einfluss auf sein eigenes Schaffen. Das Buch kn pft an eine
von Jir Opel k geschriebene Studie Olbrachts reife Schaffensperiode sub specie seiner bersetzungen aus Thomas Mann
und Lion Feuchtwanger (1967) an, in der dieser tschechische Literaturwissenschaftler das Thema er ffnete. Mit Zitov s
Tiefenanalyse schließt sich diese germanobohemistische Forschungsl cke.

German Literary Culture at the Zero Hour
An outrageous, fantastical, uncategorizable novel of obsession, adventure, and coconuts In 1902, a radical vegetarian and nudist
from Nuremberg named August Engelhardt set sail for what was then called the Bismarck Archipelago. His destination: the
island Kabakon. His goal: to found a colony based on worship of the sun and coconuts. His malnourished body was found on the
beach on Kabakon in 1919; he was forty-three years old. Christian Kracht's Imperium uses the outlandish details of
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Engelhardt's life to craft a fable about the allure of extremism and its fundamental foolishness. Engelhardt is at once a
sympathetic outsider—mocked, misunderstood, physically assaulted—and a rigid ideologue, and his misguided notions of purity
and his spiral into madness presage the horrors of the mid-twentieth century. Playing with the tropes of classic adventure tales
like Treasure Island and Robinson Crusoe, Kracht's novel, an international bestseller, is funny, bizarre, shocking, and
poignant—sometimes all on the same page. His allusions are misleading, his historical time lines are twisted, his narrator is
unreliable—and the result is a novel that is also a mirror cabinet and a maze pitted with trapdoors. Both a provocative satire and
a serious meditation on the fragility and audacity of human activity, Imperium is impossible to categorize, and utterly unlike
anything you've read before.

Der Tod in Venedig
Thomas Mann and Shakespeare
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2008 im Fachbereich Germanistik - Neuere Deutsche Literatur, Note: 1,7, Universit t Trier,
Veranstaltung: Literaturverfilmung, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: In der Literaturwissenschaft ist seit den 1960er Jahren die
Poetologie des Erotischen“ fester Bestandteil des literaturwissenschaftlichen Diskurses. Die Forschung griff die
Emanzipation des Sexuellen, vor allem die bis dahin unterdr ckte Artikulation weiblicher und gleichgeschlechtlicher
Sexualit t in der Gesellschaft auf und begann, Literatur auch unter diesem Aspekt zu analysieren. Dies gilt nicht nur f r die
Werke, die Sexualit t explizit thematisieren, sondern bezieht auch den jeweiligen biographischen Hintergrund mit ein. Die
Ver ffentlichung von Thomas Manns Tageb chern und deren Einbeziehung in die literaturwissenschaftliche Erforschung
erm glichten diesen Ansatz auch in Bezug auf das Oeuvre des Literaturnobelpreistr gers. Der Zusammenhang zwischen dem
Werk Thomas Manns und seinen homoerotischen Grunderlebnissen ist beispielsweise von Karl Werner B hm und Hermann
Kurzke detailliert herausgearbeitet worden. Der Tod in Venedig“ ist Thomas Manns erste offene Darstellung von
Homosexualit t. Die Novelle markiert die Grenze, an der die homoerotische Camouflage endet. Manns Hauptfigur, Gustav von
Aschenbach, begibt sich nach Venedig, die Stadt der ambivalenten Sch nheit. Er begegnet dort dem polnischen Knaben Tadzio,
einem Kind von r tselhafter Sch nheit, dem er vollst ndig verf llt. Aschenbach beobachtet und verfolgt den Knaben. Die
beiden begegnen sich, ohne, dass es zum Gespr ch kommt. Der K nstler erliegt letztendlich der Cholera, der nicht erwiderten
Zuneigung des Knaben sowie an der Erkenntnis der Ausweglosigkeit seines Lebens. Ziel meiner Arbeit wird es sein, die
Verbindung von Gustav Aschenbachs Haltungs“-Moral mit den seelischgeistigen Lebensbedingungen des wilhelminischen, des
imperialistisch verpreußten Deutschland zu der damaligen Zeit zu schildern und zu zeigen wie es durch Aschenbachs Hingabe
an die homoerotische Neigung zu dem polnischen Knaben, zum Zusammenbruch dieser Haltungs“-Ethik kam. Des Weiteren
werde ich der Frage nachgehen, inwiefern man Thomas Mann und seine eigene Homosexualit t in Zusammenhang mit der
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Rezeptionsgeschichte der Novelle bringen kann.

Death in Venice, Tonio Kroger, and Other Writings: Thomas Mann
Suicide in East German Literature
In Precarious Times, Anne Fuchs explores how works of German literature, film, and photography reflect on the profound
temporal anxieties precipitated by contemporary experiences of atomization, displacement, and fragmentation that bring about a
loss of history and of time itself and that is peculiar to our current moment. The digital age places premiums on just-in-time
deliveries, continual innovation, instantaneous connectivity, and around-the-clock availability. While some celebrate this 24/7
culture, others see it as profoundly destructive to the natural rhythm of day and night—and to human happiness. Have we
entered an era of a perpetual present that depletes the future and erodes our grasp of the past? Beginning its examination
around 1900, when rapid modernization was accompanied by comparably intense reflection on changing temporal experience,
Precarious Times provides historical depth and perspective to current debates on the "digital now." Expanding the modern
discourse on time and speed, Fuchs deploys such concepts as attention, slowness and lateness to emphasize the uneven quality
of time around the world.

Mann, Thomas: Der Tod in Venedig. Ed. by T.J. Reed (Clarendon German Series.) London: Oxford
University Press (1971)
Thomas Mann's Death in Venice
This collection of new translations brings together the small proportion of Kafka's works that he himself thought worthy of
publication. It includes Metamorphosis, his most famous work, an exploration of horrific transformation and alienation;
Meditation, a collection of his earlier studies; The Judgement, written in a single night of frenzied creativity; The Stoker, the
first chapter of a novel set in America and a fascinating occasional piece, and The Aeroplanes at Brescia, Kafka's eyewitness
account of an air display in 1909. Together, these stories reveal the breadth of Kafka's literary vision and the extraordinary
imaginative depth of his thought.

German Studies in North America
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Mann's humorous life of Pope Gregory provides an ironic take on medieval beliefs, and examines the relationship between
religion and magic. The story, published in 1951, can also be read as a critique of the condition of Europe after WorldWar II.

Encyclopedia of German Literature
The Birds and Other Poems
In The Guernica Bull, Harry C. Rutledge examines the use of classical motifs in twentieth-century literature, art, and drama.
From the echoes of Plato's dialogues at the heart of Thomas Mann's Death in Venice to the retelling of the story of Harmodius
and Aristogiton--a story with grim parallels to Nazi Germany--in Marguerite Yourcenar's L na, these modern works are a
testament to both the creativity of modern artists and the versatility and timelessness of classical themes. Rutledge finds the
ideal meshing of classical images and modern sensibility in Pablo Picasso's Guernica. The most startling classical image in the
painting is the bull, a Cubist face staring out from the canvas at the viewer, unmoved by the scene of death and destruction
around him. A symbol of the intense violence and disorder which has characterized this century, Picasso's Minoan bull is, at the
same time, a symbol of creative potency and artistic achievement. The classical tradition in our era is, Rutledge suggests, multifaceted, much like the Cubist paintings which view human beings as if through a prism, in all their infinite variety and beauty.
The legacy of the Greeks and Romans is both stimulus and resource for modern artists, as evidenced by the meticulous
historical reconstruction in Yourcenar's M moires d'Hadrien, the recreation of an ancient setting in modern terms in Jean
Cocteau's The Infernal Machine and T. S. Eliot's The Family Reunion, and the influence of classical monuments and landscapes
in the poetry of Frederick Nicklaus, James Dickey, and Richard Wilbur. Modern artists have often found an affinity between
themselves and the ancients. In the Greek and Roman works that, through their clarity and brevity, have transcended time and
place, contemporary writers and painters perceive the essence of the infinite, which is the challenge in any artistic endeavor.
Showing how some modernists have met this challenge, The Guernica Bull explores the ancient antecedents of several of the
most distinctive twentieth-century masterpieces.

Precarious Times
"Royal Highness" by Thomas Mann (translated by A. Cecil Curtis). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten or yet
undiscovered gems of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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A Man and His Dog
Jennifer Anna Gosetti-Ferencei presents striking new interpretations of the exotic in major German writers such as Kafka,
Mann, Zweig, Hofmannsthal, Brecht, and Hesse, along with Nietzsche, Freud, Simmel, and Expressionist aesthetics. She shows
how the category and evocation of the exotic, and in particular the depiction of exotic spaces and places, serves to reflect on
central problems of European modernity and the modern self. Exotic spaces are not only posedin radical contrast to the modern
experience, but also serve to reconfigure, expose, and challenge the assumptions, practices, and metaphysics of modernity
itself.

Thomas Mann: leitmotifs in his novels and short prose fiction
Thomas Mann (1875-1955) won the Nobel Prize for literature in 1929. This is a collection of his shorter works. "Death in
Venice", later filmed by Lucion Visconti starring Dirk Bogarde, was published in 1911. It is a poetic meditation on art and
beauty, where the dying composer Aschenbach (modelled on Gustav Mahler) becomes fixated by the young boy Tadzio. The
other stories are: "Tonio Kroger"; the collection entitled "Tristan"; "The Blood of the Walsungs"; "Mario the Magician"; and
"The Tables of the Law". A number of essays are also included.

Metamorphosis and Other Stories
Imperium
Study of the critical reception of one of the most famous and widely read works of modern literature.

Exotic Spaces in German Modernism
Poetry. San Francisco poet and longtime resident Lew Ellingham presents a selection of poems which unites cultural interests
with the adventures of an expert bird-watcher. Samuel R. Delany says, "This is astonishing poetry lucid, inventive, at once
deeply civilized and wonderfully sensitive to the marvelous."

Royal Highness
Time matters to all of us. It dominates everyday discourse: diaries, schedules, clocks, working hours, opening times,
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appointments, weekdays and weekends, national holidays, religious festivals, birthdays, and anniversaries. But how do we, as
unique individuals, subjectively experience time? The slowness of an hour in a boring talk, the swiftness of a summer holiday,
the fleetingness of childhood, the endless wait for pivotal news: these are experiences to which we all can relate and of which
we commonly speak. How can a writer not only report such experiences but also conjure them up in words so that readers
share the frustration, the excitement, the anticipation, are on tenterhooks with a narrator or character, or in melancholic
mourning for a time long-since passed, which we never experienced ourselves? Erica Wickerson suggests that the evocation of
subjective temporal experience occurs in every sentence, on every page, at every plot turn, in any narrative. The Architecture
of Narrative Time offers a new template for understanding narrative time that combines close readings with analysis of the
structural overview. It enables new ways of reading Thomas Mann; but also new ways of conceptualising narrative time in any
literary work, not only in Mann's fiction and not only in texts that foreground the narration of time. The range of Mann's novels,
novellas, and short stories is compared with other nineteenth- and twentieth-century works in German and in English to
suggest a comprehensive approach to considering time in narrative.

The Bravo
Landmarks in German Short Prose
"The first ever comparative reading of Shakespeare and Thomas Mann in view of key questions in modern culture"--

Death in Venice, (and Two Other Stories).
Death in Venice is a novella written by the German author Thomas Mann and was first published in 1912 as Der Tod in
Venedig.[1] The work presents a great writer suffering writer's block who visits Venice and is liberated, uplifted, and then
increasingly obsessed, by the sight of a stunningly beautiful youth. Though he never speaks to the boy, much less touches him,
the writer finds himself drawn deep into ruinous inward passion; meanwhile, Venice, and finally, the writer himself, succumb to
a cholera plague.
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